MINI TECH

LITTLE WONDER: TRIO IS
THREE TIMES AS GOOD

I

n the last issue of Print Solutions, we

so documents are ready to present

You can also get personal with the

featured the world’s smallest, lightest

straight off the printer. You can print

printer as it comes in a number of

all in one printer. We gave you a quick

onto A4 paper, 4” x 6” borderless pho-

colours from silver to white, from black

overview of the new Trio from Primera, but

tos, card stock and even onto specialty

to blue – and even pink (ahem, we like

we thought that you might like to know a

media such as labels and postcards.

the white one!). You just snap on the

few more technical details, so here we go!
This little thermal inkjet printer really is
three times as good. It prints, copies and

It prints in full colour or black at up to
4800 x 1200 dpi. Scanning resolution is
a full 600 x 600 dpi.

colour of your choice.
It is also very cost effective as the
Trio has a manufacturer’s suggested

scans in full colour or monochrome; it

Promises all the functionaity that you

retail price of only €375 (and is avail-

weighs only 1.2 kg (that’s 2.7 lbs), and is

would get from a full size all in one printer.

able in most popular web stores). PS

about the size of a hardcover book, so you
can easily ﬁt it in a laptop bag or briefcase

HERE ARE THE DETAILS

(or even a handbag if you carry a hefty one

The Trio connects to any computer, lap-

The top cover opens to reveal a built

like I do!).

top or tablet that has a USB port.

in 10 sheet input feeder. A rotating

The Trio comes ready supplied with black

It comes with Primera PTgo! scanning

HOW DOES IT WORK?

printhead is then moved to the ‘up’

ink cartridge, CD with printer and scanner

and copying software, which means

position so that the printer is ready

drivers, application software and user doc-

that your scans can be saved as pdfs,

for use. For travelling, the printhead

umentation, AC adaptor with power cord

jpgs or other common file formats.

folds back down, caps itself to pre-

and plug adaptors for UK, EU, and Asia-

There is an option of an extra bat-

Pacific, three foot micro USB to USBN

tery pack that allows you to deliver up

transit, and the top cover folds back

cable, and scanner calibration sheet –

to 100 printed pages on a single charge.

into the case.

so you can get printing straightaway.

A TRIO OF GOOD REASONS
It really means you can print great quality on the go as the Trio uses standard
paper stocks rather than thermal paper,
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The option of vehicle mounting

vent drying out or leaking while in

If you feed an original into the

brackets, means the machine can be

rear paper slot copying takes place

used in delivery vehicles, or where doc-

automatically. This back slot also

umentation is needed on the go.

allows users to feed light card-

The Trio measures up at 290 mm width

stocks for printing.

x 4.6 mm height x 165 mm depth.
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